Abstract-Certain optimization problems in communication systems, such as limited-feedback constant-envelope beamforming or noncoherent M -ary phase-shift keying (M PSK) sequence detection, result in the maximization of a fixed-rank positive semidefinite quadratic form over the M PSK alphabet. This form is a special case of the Rayleigh quotient of a matrix and, in general, its maximization by an M PSK sequence is N P-hard. However, if the rank of the matrix is not a function of its size, then the optimal solution can be computed with polynomial complexity in the matrix size. In this work, we develop a new technique to efficiently solve this problem by utilizing auxiliary continuousvalued angles and partitioning the resulting continuous space of solutions into a polynomial-size set of regions, each of which corresponds to a distinct M PSK sequence. The sequence that maximizes the Rayleigh quotient is shown to belong to this polynomial-size set of sequences, thus efficiently reducing the size of the feasible set from exponential to polynomial. Based on this analysis, we also develop an algorithm that constructs this set in polynomial time and show that it is fully parallelizable, memory efficient, and rank scalable. The proposed algorithm compares favorably with other solvers for this problem that have appeared recently in the literature. 
is the Euclidean 2 -norm. Problem P in (1) can be recast as the special case of the maximization of the Rayleigh quotient of VV H over the M PSK alphabet, i.e.,
and solved by an exponential-complexity exhaustive search among M N −1 length-N sequences. 1 However, such a solver would be impractical even for moderate values of the problem size N .
Of particular interest is the case where V in P is fullcolumn-rank (i.e., it is a "tall" matrix) and its rank D is independent of its row dimension N , which appears in certain optimization problems in communication systems, such as limited-feedback multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) beamforming [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] and noncoherent sequence detection [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . For this particular fixed-D case, P is no longer N P-hard if s belongs to the 2PSK or 4PSK alphabet [12] , [16] , [17] or general M PSK alphabet [7] , [9] ; i.e., if D is independent of N , then solving P requires only polynomial complexity in N . The underlying principle of all the above works is the construction of a feasible set (i.e., a set of candidate sequences that contains the solution of P) S(V) ⊂ A N M which has polynomial cardinality |S(V)| and can be built with polynomial complexity. After S(V) is constructed, the optimal sequence s opt can be identified by a polynomial-complexity exhaustive search among the elements of S(V).
In this work, we present a new algorithm to solve P for any even 2 M and arbitrary D and prove that it has lower complexity than the current state of the art [7] , [9] , [12] , is fully parallelizable and rank-scalable, and requires minimum memory resources.
B. Prior work
Case (i): M = 2. A lot of effort has been made to solve P when M = 2, i.e., s is a binary 3 sequence, and V is a realvalued matrix. We note that, for the special case D = 1, V becomes a N ×1 vector and the solution of P is simply s opt = sgn(V). 4 Equivalently, we can say that S(V) = {sgn(V)} which has cardinality 1 and is constructed with complexity 1 The first element of s can be arbitrarily set to 1 without losing optimality in (1) or (2) . 2 Although our algorithm can treat any (odd or even) M ≥ 1, to simplify the presentation we consider M to be even. 3 In this work, a sequence is called binary if and only if each element of it equals +1 or −1. In contrast, if each element of it equals 0 or 1, then the sequence is said to belong to the 0/1 alphabet. 4 For any vector v ∈ R N , we denote by sgn(v) the vector x ∈ {±1} N such that xn = 1 if sn > 0 and xn = −1 if sn ≤ 0, n = 1, 2, . . . , N.
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O(N ). This simple case provides evidence that P may be polynomially solvable when the rank of V is independent of its row dimension. The (more interesting) case of D > 1 was considered in [12] , [17] where it was shown that P is equivalent to the maximization of a rank-D quadratic form over the 0/1 alphabet. This case has been proven [18] to be polynomially solvable through a variety of computational-geometry algorithms, such as the incremental algorithm for cell enumeration in arrangements [19] , [20] and the reverse search [21] , [22] . Although the incremental algorithm in [19] , [20] is timeefficient with overall complexity O N D−1 to build the feasible set S (V) of size |S (V)| = O N D−1 , it becomes impractical even for moderate values of D, since it follows an "incremental" strategy to construct the feasible set S(V): it solves the problem inductively and, thus, is too complicated to be implemented. Furthermore, the critical disadvantage of the incremental algorithm is its memory inefficiency, since it needs to store all the extreme points, all faces, and their incidences. On the other hand, the highly parallelizable reverse search [21] , [22] [23] showed that LP(N, D) = O (N ) in fixed dimensions, implying that the overall complexity of the reverse search to build S (V) is O N D+1 . We note, however, that, until today, the reverse search has not been extended to general M PSK alphabets.
From a different perspective, based on the auxiliary-angle approach that was originally introduced in [24] to solve P with complexity O(N log N ) when D = 1 and M ≥ 2, efficient solutions of P for the binary-s (M = 2), real-V case are presented in [25] for D = 2, in [26] for D = 3, and in [16] for D > 3 with complexity O(N log N ), O(N 2 log N ), and O(N D ), respectively. The methodology utilizes D − 1 auxiliary angles and partitions the (D − 1)-dimensional hypercube into a polynomial-size set of distinct regions so that each region is associated with a distinct binary sequence. The set of binary sequences that are obtained has the same size |S(V)| as the one produced by the reverse search [21] , [22] . However, the auxiliary-angle method is fully parallelizable and rankscalable, requires minimum memory resources, and constructs the candidate solution set S(V) with lower complexity than the reverse search for any D ≥ 2. Case (ii): M = 4. The reverse-search [21] , [22] and auxiliaryangle [16] , [25] , [26] methods were originally considered as potential solvers of P for M = 2 and real V. If s is binary but V is complex, then P can be rewritten with V substituted by a real matrix of size N × 2D. Hence, the above methods can still solve P with complexity that is polynomial in N and determined by 2D (instead of D). Finally, if s is quaternary (i.e., M = 4), then P can be rewritten with s and V substituted by a binary sequence of length 2N and a real matrix of size 2N × 2D, respectively, and solved by the reverse-search or auxiliary-angle methods with complexity that is still polynomial and determined by 2N and 2D (instead of N and D). Due to their ease of implementation, both techniques have been used for maximum-likelihood (ML) noncoherent detection of uncoded [12] or space-time coded sequences of 2PSK or 4PSK signals [15] and near-ML multiuser detection [17] . Case (iii): Arbitrary M . If M > 4, then P is still polynomially solvable, as shown in [24] for D = 1 and [7] , [9] for any D ≥ 1. Specifically, in the context of ML noncoherent detection of M PSK in single-antenna systems, [24] presented a method (which reappeared later in [27] ) that solves P when D = 1 by constructing a candidate solution set of size |S(V)| = N with complexity O(N log N ). In [9] , it was proven that P is solvable in polynomial time for any M ≥ 1 and D ≥ 1 by constructing a candidate sequence set of size |S(V)| = O N 2D with complexity and storage requirement O N 2D , based on the incremental algorithm in [19] , [20] . However, as mentioned above, the incremental algorithm is of purely theoretical value. Therefore, although [9] was the first work that identified the potential of polynomial solvability of P for this configuration, it did not offer a practical algorithm to solve it. In [10] , the authors built on the auxiliaryangle methodology of [16] , [24] [25] [26] [27] to develop a practical algorithm that constructs S (V) with complexity O N 2D . Although it is proven that |S (V)| = O N 2D−1 , the algorithm in [10] is not optimal with respect to the actual size of S (V), since, by construction, it produces multiple phaserotated candidate sequences that are equivalent with respect to the optimization metric in P. Finally, in the context of limitedfeedback MIMO beamforming, [7] presented a Voronoi-cell based algorithm that, for any M ≥ 1 and D ≥ 1, builds a candidate sequence set of size
C. Contribution
In the present work, we follow the principles of the work in [16] to treat the complex-domain problem P for any even M ≥ 2 and any D ≥ 1. Specifically, we introduce 2D − 1 auxiliary continuous angles and partition the (2D − 1)-dimensional hypercube into a polynomial-size set of distinct regions, each of which is associated with a distinct M PSK sequence of length N . The proposed algorithm is based on the framework presented in [10] but confronts the problem in a more solid and optimized manner. In particular, we manage to remove equivalent M -plicate candidates from S(V) that attain the same metric value in the objective function in P and are present in the solution proposed in [10] , thus decreasing the size of S(V). This way, we succeed to prove that the size of the candidate set for given M ≥ 2, D ≥ 1 and N is exactly given by
We emphasize that the proposed algorithm constructs the candidate set S(V) with complexity O N 2D and claim that the size of the produced candidate set provided in (3) is the smallest size that can be obtained, as of today, as compared to the present state of the art [7] , [9] , [12] . In addition, we show that the proposed algorithm is fully parallelizable and rank-scalable and requires minimum memory resources. 
In comparison with the prior work that we presented in the previous subsection, a few conclusions can be drawn from Table I . We note that the method in [12] (which uses the reverse search [21] , [22] ) is limited to M = 2 and M = 4 only. For M = 2, it computes
candidates (that is, as many as the proposed algorithm), while, for M = 4, it computes
candidates (that is, twice as many as the proposed algorithm). In both cases, the complexity is O N 2D+1 , i.e., one order of magnitude higher than the complexity of the proposed algorithm. The work in [9] only calculates the order of the size of the candidate set as
and the corresponding complexity to build S(V) as O N 2D , but does not identify the exact number of candidates in S(V). Similarly, in [7] , the authors do not mention the exact size of the constructed candidate sequence set, but only prove that its order is O N 2D−1 and it is constructed with complexity O N 2D . From the presented algorithm in [7] , it can be seen that at least
subsets of indices are examined and each subset may or may not produce candidate sequence(s). Hence, at least
"potential" candidate sequences are examined, implying that MN 2D−1 is a lower bound on the complexity that [7] 
requires to build S(V).
A comparison between the complexity of the current state of the art and the proposed algorithm is provided in Figs. 1  and 2 . Since the complexity in Big-Oh notation of the works in [7] , [9] , and [10] has the same order with the proposed algorithm and is lower than the complexity of the work in [12] , the interest in comparing these algorithms is moving toward the exact size of the generated candidate sequence set. The set that is generated by the method in [9] is one order of magnitude larger than the one produced by the proposed algorithm, hence [9] can be ignored in our comparison. Regarding [10] , as mentioned before, it produces a set that is larger than the proposed one by a factor of M , hence it can also be ignored.
As a result, in Fig. 1 , for M = 4 and a fixed rank D = 2 or D = 3, we examine the size of the generated candidate sequence set S(V) as a function of the sequence length N only for the Voronoi-cell based approach [7] , the reverse search [12] , and the proposed algorithm. For [7] , we plot the lower bound on |S(V)| from Table I . For [12] , we plot the exact size of S(V) for the case M = 4, as shown in Table I . For the proposed algorithm, we use the exact size of S(V) as provided in (3) . We observe that the proposed algorithm and the reverse search [12] generate a set that is at least two orders of magnitude smaller than the lower-bound of the Voronoicell based approach [7] . In fact, as can be seen in Fig. 1 , the reverse search generates a set that is twice as large as the one generated by the proposed algorithm. In addition, as mentioned before, in comparison with the proposed algorithm, the reverse search requires one order of magnitude higher complexity to generate its candidate set.
Similar plots are presented in Fig. 2 for M = 8 and a fixed rank D = 2 or D = 3. We omit the reverse search, since it is not defined for M > 4. Once more, we plot the lower bound on |S(V)| from Table I for the Voronoi-cell based approach [7] and observe that our proposed algorithm generates at least two-three orders of magnitude less candidates.
Finally, it is interesting to examine the two limiting cases D = 1 and D = N . First, we observe that, if we set D = 1 in (3), then we obtain |S(V)| = N which equals the size of the candidate sequence set of the algorithm in [24] (that, however, works only for D = 1). Therefore, in terms of the number of generated candidate sequences, our algorithm can also be seen as a generalization of [24] for any D > 1. In the other limiting case, if we set D = N in (3), then, after a few calculations, we can show that |S(V)| = M N −1 . That is, if V is N × N and full-rank, then our algorithm generates all possible M -ary sequences of length N that are not rotated versions of each other. Of course, in such a case, one should directly operate a full-size exhaustive search without the need to build the candidate sequence set and our algorithm (as well as the state-of-the-art) would become meaningless. Yet, the fact that for D = N our algorithm constructively builds the M N −1 sequences indicates that for lower ranks it may provide the minimum possible number of candidates that could be built with polynomial complexity; for the moment, the latter statement is only claimed as a conjecture.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II is devoted to the theoretical developments of the proposed algorithm for solving P when D is fixed. The implementation of the proposed algorithm is discussed in more details in Section III. Concluding remarks are drawn in Section IV.
Notation: To simplify the presentation of our developments and proofs, we use a MATLAB-like notation. Specifically, Exhaustive Search Voronoi Cell [7] (Lower Bound) Reverse Search [12] Proposed [12] , and the proposed method and lower bound for the Voronoi-cell based approach [7] .
for any i, j ∈ N with i ≤ j, we denote by i :
T ; then, i : j is a simplified notation for i : 1 : j. For any N × 1 vector x and any n ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N} K , we denote by
T . Similarly, for any N × M matrix X and
then, X :,m and X n,: are simplified notations for X 1:N,m and X n,1:M , respectively. Finally, {X} and {X} denote the real and imaginary parts of matrix X.
II. EFFICIENT FIXED-RANK RAYLEIGH QUOTIENT MAXIMIZATION BY AN M PSK SEQUENCE

A. Problem Reformulation
Without loss of generality (w.l.o.g.), we assume that each row of V in P has at least one nonzero element, i.e., V n,: = 0, n = 1, 2, . . . , N. If not, then the value of the variable s n related with the all-zero row of V would have no effect on the maximization procedure and could be simply ignored, reducing the dimension of our problem by 1.
To develop an efficient method for the solution of P in (1), we introduce the
2D−2 × (−π, π] and define the unit-norm 2D × 1 real vectorc Exhaustive Search Voronoi Cell [7] (Lower Bound) Proposed 
. . .
For notation simplicity, we set
We observe that, as φ varies in Φ 2D−2 × (−π, π], the real vectorc(φ) scans the entire unit-norm 2D-dimensional real hypersphere. At the same time, the complex vector c(φ) scans the entire unit-norm D-dimensional complex hypersphere. As we will see in the rest of this subsection, for any value of c(φ) (that is, for any point of the hypersphere), our initial optimization problem is solved with linear complexity. Therefore, one would need to compare against each other all solutions that are collected while the entire hypersphere is scanned. Surprisingly, the number of solutions that are collected is polynomial in N . This obervation is the motivation behind the definition and use of c(φ) and will lead to the development of a polynomial-time algorithm in the following subsections.
From Cauchy-Schwarz Inequality, we observe that, for any
Equality is achieved in both inequalities in (7), if and only if φ consists of the spherical coordinates of vector a, i.e., if and only if
since a H a a = a . Using the above, our original problem P in (1) is rewritten as
Before we proceed, to reduce the overall complexity of our following developments, we further restrict the range of the last auxiliary angle
without losing optimality in (9) . The reason is that the phase-rotated sequences s and e jθ s result in the same value (9), for any e jθ ∈ A M . Then, our problem in (9) is rewritten as
(10) A detailed proof of (10) is provided in the Appendix. By interchanging the maximizations in (10), we obtain the equivalent problem
B. Candidate Sequence Set S(V)
By the inner maximization rule in (11) , for any
and, for any N × D complex matrix V, we define, using (12) , (14) and our problem P in (11) becomes
i.e., the M PSK candidate sequence s opt that maximizes the metric of interest in (1) belongs to S(V).
C. Decision Boundaries
In (11), we observe that, for any vector φ, the original maximization problem in (1) is decomposed into N symbolby-symbol maximization rules, according to (13) , and the nth maximization argument (i.e., symbol s n ) of the sum equals d(V n,: ; φ) = s n , that is, it depends only on the nth row of V, n = 1, 2, . . . , N. As φ varies, the decision in favor of s n is maintained as long as a decision boundary is not crossed. Due to the structure of A M , the M 2 decision boundaries for the determination of s n from V n,: c (φ) are lines that pass through the origin of the complex plane and separate it into disjoint sets and are given by
or, equivalently,
We defineV
Then, for n = 1, 2, . . . , N and k = 0, 1, . . . ,
From the construction ofṼ in (18) and (20), we observe that the nth row of V is rotated by each of the 
D. Hypersurfaces H(Ṽ i,: ) and Cardinality of S(V)
According to (19) , we can derive
M into distinct regions, each of which is associated with a different candidate M PSK sequence s. More specifically, the rows ofṼ determine that partition the
and the intersection of any two distinct cells is empty. Each cell C k corresponds to a distinct candidate sequence
Before we present some further results on the behavior of such hypersurfaces, it is illustrative to present some partitions of Φ that originates from the first row of V (depicted as surface n = 1). In the same figure, we add two more surfaces, H(Ṽ 2,: ) and H(Ṽ 3,: ), that originate from the second and third rows of V and are denoted as n = 2 and n = 3, respectively. We observe that the surfaces intersect at a single point φ(V; {1, 2, 3}) and the three-dimensional space is partitioned into regions (cells) each of which corresponds to a distinct candidate M PSK sequence s ∈ S(V). (i) either a single or uncountably many intersections in 6 For visualization purposes, we do not plot the complete partition.
ii) a unique intersection point that constitutes a vertex of a cell if and only if no more than two hypersurfaces originate from the same row of V. Extending the previous example with the 4 × 2 matrix V, we present in Fig. 3(b) the intersection of the To better understand the above statements, we illustrate an example with one pair of hypersurfaces originating from the same row of the observation matrix. For this purpose, we consider the 4 × 2 matrix V of the previous example where D = 2, N = 4, and M = 8 and present the configuration depicted in Fig. 4(a) . Specifically, we present the intersection φ(V; {9, 13, 14}) of two surfaces H(Ṽ 9,: ) and H(Ṽ 13,: ) that originate from the first row of V and one surface H(Ṽ 14,: ) that originates from the second row of V. These surfaces are dictated in Fig. 4 as n = 9, n = 13, and n = 14, respectively. But, according to Corollary 1, all
hypersurfaces that originate from a specific row of V have a common intersection; thus, in our example, we observe that all M 2 = 4 surfaces H(Ṽ 1,: ), H(Ṽ 5,: ), H(Ṽ 9,: ), H(Ṽ 13,: ) that originate from the first row of V pass through the intersection point φ(V; {9, 13, 14}) = φ(V; {1, 5, 9, 13, 14}); these additional surfaces are dictated as n = 1 and n = 5, respectively, in Fig. 4(b) . Moving away from the intersection point φ(V; {1, 5, 9, 13, 14}) by increasing φ 3 , the M 2 = 4 surfaces continue to intersect but surface n = 14 curves away, thus creating M 2 − 1 new cells. 8 A better visualization of the above statements is depicted in Figs. 4(c)-(d) . For this purpose, we consider the same configuration presented above and present the intersection depicted in Fig. 4(a) setting φ 3 = arg φ3 {φ(V; {9, 13, 14})}. Thus, in Fig. 4(c) , we present as functions of (φ 1 , φ 2 ) the surfaces that pass through the intersection point φ(V; {9, 13, 14}) where n = 9, n = 13, and n = 14 are the surfaces under consideration that initially created the intersection point with surfaces n = 9 and n = 13 originating from V 1,: and n = 1 and n = 5 denote the remaining surfaces that originate from V 1,: . According to Corollary 1, we observe that all surfaces pass through the intersection point φ(V; {9, 13, 14}), confirming that φ(V; {9, 13, 14}) = φ(V; {1, 5, 9, 13, 14}). In Fig. 4(d) , we sketch the same surfaces for φ 3 = arg φ3 {φ(V; {9, 13, 14})} + dφ where dφ is a small arbitrary positive quantity. We observe that, as φ 3 increases, surface n = 14 moves away from intersection φ(V; {1, 5, 9, 13, 14}), 8 In the sequel, we consider the most computationally demanding case of distinct intersections. ( 
Taking into consideration only cells into the region of interest
As a result, the cardinality of S(V) is
We observe that, if V is full-rank, i.e., D = N , then (25) returns as many elements as the cardinality of the set A
, as the following proposition states. 9 The proof is provided in the Appendix. 9 In the construction of S(V), we have, by design, avoided rotated candidate sequences and, thus, the cardinality of the original candidate set drops from 
III. ALGORITHMIC DEVELOPMENTS
A. The Proposed Algorithm
In this section, we present the steps of the proposed algorithm for the construction of . Therefore, to obtain φ(V; I), we just need to compute the zero right singular vector ofṼ I,: and calculate its spherical coordinates.
To identify s q (V; I), q = 1, 2, . . . , Q(I) , we detect oneby-one its N elements separately, according to the following rules. 10 (i) For any n ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N} − N I , the corresponding element of the candidate sequence s q (V; I) maintains its value at φ(V; I), hence it is determined by
. , Q(I).
(27) (ii) For any n ∈ N I such that there is only one hypersurface, say H(Ṽ i k ,: ), that is related with the nth row of V and participates in the intersection, the corresponding element of s q (V; I) cannot be determined at φ(V; I). However, it maintains its value at the intersection of the remaining
) with the hy-
Then, for any 2D-column matrixṼ,
therefore, s q,n (V; I) is determined at the point φ whose last coordinate φ 2D−1 equals π M and first 2D − 2 coordinates φ 1 , φ 2 , . . . , φ 2D−2 are the spherical coordinates of the zero right singular vector of
(iii) For any n ∈ N I such that there is a pair of hypersurfaces that both originate from the nth row of V and participate in the intersection, all
that originate from the nth row of V also pass through φ (V; I). As a result, M 2 − 1 cells are generated at φ (V; I) due to those hypersurfaces. For each such cell, the nth element s q,n of its corresponding candidate sequence s q cannot be determined at φ (V; I) but can be uniquely determined for φ 2d−1 = π M , as follows. Consider the intersection of the remaining 2d − 3 hypersurfaces with H Ṽ n,: and hyperplane φ 2d−1 = π M . This intersection can be evaluated as in case (ii) above. At this intersection, we have ambiguity between two specific values of s q,n ∈ A M which maximize the detection metric. If we repeat with H Ṽ n+N,: instead of H Ṽ n,: , then we again have ambiguity between two values, exactly one of which is equal to one of the previous two ambiguity values. The common value is the actual value of s q,n that corresponds to the cell between H Ṽ n,: and H Ṽ n+N,: . We work similarly with H Ṽ n+N,: and H Ṽ n+2N,: , H Ṽ n+2N,: and H Ṽ n+3N,: , etc. This way, we resolve the ambiguity with respect to the nth element of the candidate sequences that correspond to the M 2 − 1 cells that are generated due to the nth row of V.
The above statements suggest the following construction of s q (V; I), q = 1, 2, . . . , Q (I). Assuming distinct intersections of hypersurfaces, the 2D − 1 participating hypersurfaces H(Ṽ i1,: ), H(Ṽ i2,: ), . . ., H(Ṽ i2D−1,: ) pass through the "leading" vertex φ(V; I) of cell C q (V; I). If n ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N} − N I , i.e., none of the 2D − 1 hypersurfaces originates from the nth row of V, then none of the hypersurfaces that originate from V n,: passes through φ(V; I). As a result, the value of the corresponding M PSK element s q,n (V; I) is well determined at the "leading" vertex, as (27) states. For example, considering the previous 4 × 2 matrix V, in Fig. 3(a) , s 4 (V; {1, 2, 3}) is well determined at φ(V; {1, 2, 3}) through (27) and maintains its value in the associated cell C(V; {1, 2, 3}).
On the other hand, if n ∈ N I such that there is only one hypersurface, say H(Ṽ i k ,: ), related to the nth row of V, then H(Ṽ i k ,: ) passes through φ(V; I) leading to an ambiguous decision about s(V n,: ; φ(V; I)) between two neighboring M PSK elements of A M , separated by the decision boundary B (n)
). For example, in Fig. 3(a) , the hypersurfaces H(Ṽ 1,: ), H(Ṽ 2,: ), and H(Ṽ 3,: ) originate from the first, second, and third, respectively, row of the 4 × 2 matrix V and pass through φ(V; {1, 2, 3}) leading to ambiguous decisions for d(V 1,: ; φ(V; {1, 2, 3})), d(V 2,: ; φ(V; {1, 2, 3})), and d(V 3,: ; φ(V; {1, 2, 3})), respectively. In such a case, ambiguity is resolved if we exclude H(Ṽ i k ,: ) and consider the intersection of the remaining 2D−2 hypersurfaces at φ 2D−1 = π M where the value of s q,n is well determined and equals the value of s q,n at any point of the cell of interest C q (V; I). For example, in Fig. 3(a) , the ambiguity with respect to s 1 (V; {1, 2, 3}), s 2 (V; {1, 2, 3}), and s 3 (V; {1, 2, 3}) at intersection φ(V; {1, 2, 3}) is resolved at C = φ(V; {2, 3}), A = φ(V; {1, 3}), and B = φ(V; {1, 2}), respectively.
Finally, if n ∈ N I such that there is a pair of hypersurfaces, say H(Ṽ i k ,: ), H(Ṽ im,: ), originating from the nth row of V, then, according to Corollary 1, all hypersurfaces that originate from V n,: pass through φ(V; I). Thus, point φ(V; I) belongs to the common intersection of the (17) , these intersection points lead to ambiguous decision sets about s q,n between neighboring elements of the M PSK alphabet. The intersection of these sets determines the value of the corresponding M PSK element s q,n (V; I) for each cell.
For example, in Fig. 4(a) , surfaces H(Ṽ 9,: ) and H(Ṽ 13,: ) (n = 9 and n = 13, respectively) originate from the first row of V while H(Ṽ 14,: ) (n = 14) comes from the second row of V. Adding the rest hypersurfaces that originate from the first row of V, we obtain Fig. 4(b) where we observe that φ(V; {1, 5, 9, 13, 14}) "leads" M 2 − 1 cells described by points {A, B, E, φ(V; {1, 5, 9, 13, 14})}, {B, C, E, φ(V; {1, 5, 9, 13, 14})}, a n d {C, D, E, φ(V; {1, 5, 9, 13, 14})}. Each one of the aforementioned cells is related with a different candidate M PSK sequence s q (V; I). Taking as example the cell that contains point {A, B, E, φ(V; {1, 5, 9, 13, 14})}, the ambiguity of s 1,1 (V; {1, 5, 9, 13, 14}) in this cell is resolved by computing the ambiguity decision sets at points A and B with respect to s 1 and finding the common M PSK element of these sets. The same procedure is repeated for the other two cells.
A MATLAB code that implements the proposed algorithm following the construction described above is available at http://www.telecom.tuc.gr/∼karystinos.
B. Properties of the Proposed Algorithm
The proposed algorithm visits independently |S(V)| = O ( 
That is, the proposed algorithm has lower complexity than the method in [12] (which treats only the cases M = 2 and M = 4) and the same order of complexity with the algorithms in [7] and [9] . Moreover, it is superior to the algorithms in [7] and [9] in terms of exact computational cost, parallelizability, and memory efficiency, as explained below.
Regarding computational cost comparisons, the work in [7] does not mention the exact size of the constructed candidate sequence set, but only proves that it is constructed with complexity O N 2D . As explained in Subsection I-C, the algorithm in [7] examines at least MN 2D−1 "potential" candidate sequences, implying that MN 2D−1 is a lower bound on the computational cost that [7] requires to build S(V). This lower bound is clearly higher than the computational cost of the proposed approach, as also indicated in Figs. 1 and 2 . We also recall that the work in [9] identifies neither the exact size of S(V) (or any bounds on it) nor the computational cost (or any bounds on it) to build S(V).
Regarding parallelizability and memory efficiency, we observe that the computation of the candidate sequences of S(V) by the proposed algorithm is performed independently from cell to cell, which implies that there is no need to store the data that have been used for each candidate and we only have to store the "best" sequence that has been met. The memory utilization of the proposed method is, therefore, minimized, in contrast to the algorithm in [9] which has large memory requirement because it utilizes the incremental algorithm for cell enumeration in arrangements [19] , [20] which is memory inefficient, since it needs to store all the extreme points, all faces, and their incidences. The fact that the |S (V)| cells are examined independently of each other (hence, the corresponding candidate sequences are computed independently of each other) implies that the proposed algorithm is also fully parallelizable, in sharp contrast to the algorithm in [9] .
Finally, we mention that, due to (24) , the proposed method is rank-scalable. If the initial problem is of a high rank that makes the optimization intractable, then matrix V in (1) can be approximated by keeping its d strongest principal components. In such a case, the optimization begins with rank d = 1 and successive principal components are introduced to increase d and, hence, expand S(V), until a satisfactory reduced-rank approximation is reached. Interestingly, according to (23) ,
That is, as we increase the rank of the approximation of V, the new candidates that are generated are added on the previous ones and optimality with respect to S(V) is maintained.
IV. SIMULATION STUDIES
A. ML Noncoherent M PSK Sequence Detection
We consider the ML noncoherent sequence receiver for M PSK signals in a single-input multiple-output (SIMO) system with D receive antennas and unknown channel state information at both transmitter and receiver ends. (32) where f (·|·) represents the pertinent matrix/vector probability density function of the channel output conditioned on a symbol sequence. Assuming independent and identical Rayleigh distribution for the D flat-fading channels, the ML sequence detector (MLSD) decides in favor of [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] s opt = arg max that can be efficiently solved in polynomial time by the proposed algorithm.
To provide an illustration for the optimal MLSD in SIMO systems, we consider a 1 × 2 SIMO system with 4PSK (M = 4) and 8PSK (M = 8) transmissions and unknown channel state information at the receiver. To resolve the phase ambiguity induced by the channel, we utilize differential encoding and perform ML noncoherent sequence detection implemented by the proposed algorithm with polynomial complexity of order O N 4 . The results that we present are averages over 1, 000 randomly generated channel realizations. In Fig. 5 , we plot the symbol error rate (SER) of the MLSD receiver for a sequence length N = 16 as a function of the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). As a reference, we include the SER of the maximal ratio combining (MRC) receiver which assumes known channel state information at the receiver. We emphasize that the MLSD receiver cannot be implemented in reasonably small time through exponential-complexity exhaustive search while the proposed algorithm offers ML performance with polynomial computational complexity. 
B. Limited-feedback Constant-envelope Transmit Beamforming in MIMO Systems
We consider transmit beamforming on a flat-fading N × D MIMO communication channel with maximum-SNR filtering at the receiver end. The number of transmit and receive antennas is N and D, respectively. The D × N channel matrix is denoted by H and assumed to remain stable over some transmission period, such that it is estimated by the receiver. The received vector is
where w is the N ×1 beamforming vector, x is the transmitted symbol, and n represents additive zero-mean disturbance with covariance matrix R. The receiver utilizes the maximum-SNR filter R −1 Hw to process y and the filter-output SNR is
The objective is to design w to maximize the above expression.
If the receiver has only limited-feedback capabilities, then the beamforming vector is selected from a predefined M PSK codebook (which is due to the fact that usually a per-antennaelement power constraint is enforced at the transmitter, resulting in constant-envelope beamforming). In particular, the receiver computes the beamforming vector w opt that maximizes the filter-output SNR in (35), according to [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] w opt = arg max
In (36), the N × N matrix H H R −1 H has rank D. Therefore, maximum-SNR limited-feedback transmit beamforming over the M PSK alphabet results in the quadratic-form maximization problem in (1) . When the number of transmit antennas N is large (as in massive MIMO systems) and the number of receive antennas D is small (if, for example, the receiver is a mobile terminal), the above optimization problem can be efficiently solved in polynomial time by the proposed algorithm.
As an illustration, we consider three M PSK beamforming codebooks, for M = 4, 8, and 16, and D = 2 receive antennas. The transmitted symbol x is binary, the channel coefficients are modeled as i.i.d. zero-mean complex Gaussian and, for simplicity, the additive disturbance is considered white. The results that we present are averages over 1, 000 randomly generated channel realizations. In Fig. 6 , we plot the bit error rate (BER) of 4PSK transmit beamforming and coherent detection after maximum-SNR filtering at the receiver, for different values of the number N of transmit antennas. In Figs. 7 and 8, we repeat for 8PSK and 16PSK beamforming codebooks. As expected, the BER decreases monotonically with N , due to increased space diversity. We note that the optimal beamformer w opt cannot be implemented in reasonably 
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we presented a new algorithm for the computation of the M PSK sequence that maximizes a fixedrank positive semidefinite quadratic form. Such a form is a special case of the Rayleigh quotient of a complex matrix. Our algorithm utilizes auxiliary continuous-valued angles and partitions the resulting continuous space of solutions into a set of regions, each of which corresponds to a distinct M PSK sequence. The sequence that maximizes the quadratic form is shown to belong to this set of sequences which defines the new feasible set for the initial optimization problem. Interestingly, the feasible set of candidates sequences that is identified by the proposed algorithm has cardinality polynomial in the matrix size and is constructed by the proposed algorithm with complexity polynomial in the matrix size, if the matrix rank is fixed. Therefore, our algorithm stands as another proofby-construction of the polynomial solvability of the fixedrank Rayleigh quotient maximization by an M PSK sequence. Moreover, the analysis of our proposed algorithm clarified its superiority to the current state of the art in terms of complexity, computational cost, memory requirement, and parallelizability. APPENDIX A PROOF OF EQ. (10) To prove that (9) is equivalent to (10) 
